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THE INHERITANCE TAX AFFIDAVIT OF CALIFORNIA*
By CHuRLEs J. BARRYt
In his new work, "California Probate Court Practice," Honorable
Newcomb Condee, Judge of the Probate Court, Los Angeles County, says,
"Preparing and filing the inheritance tax affidavit, popularly called Form 22,
has become the most important task imposed upon the attorney in the admin-
istration of the estate." The;document, which forms a part of the confidential
file1 of the Inheritance Tax Department, is of the utmost importance, for it
must be executed in every instance where a person dies possessed of any
property, the value of which may be measured in money.
The Controller is required by law' to appoint in each county at least
one person to act as an inheritance tax appraiser for the county. In every
probate proceeding,3 in every proceeding to establish the fact of death4
and in every proceeding for determination of inheritance tax,5 the court is
requited to appoint an inheritance tax appraiser. Before he will make a deter-
mination of tax or no tax, the inheritance tax appraiser requires of the party
in interest an inheritance tax affidavit concerning the financial or economic
affairs of the decedent. Even where there is no court proceeding and no
court appointed appraiser, as, for instance, in the termination of a joint
tenancy by the affidavit method, where request is made of the Inheritance
Tax Department for a certificate under section 14307, a Form 22 concerning
the decedent must be furnished the Department. The Department also
requires that a Form 22 be submitted, although no real property be involved,
whenever it appears that a tax might attach by reason of the passing from
the decedent to another person of a joint tenancy or trustee bank account,
corporate stocks, bonds, and so on. It appears, therefore, that the Form 22
is the ubiquitous, universal document whenever a person dies possessed of
property of more than trivial value. The reasons for the Department's
insistence on the Form 22 in all cases are numerous and sound. The affidavit
is intended to be searching and comprehensive because, in these times,
people do not confine themselves to a will as the sole means of disposing of
* The text of a lecture delivered at the University of California, Hastings College of Law,
June 10, 1955, as a part of the State Bar of California and University of California Extension
Continuing Education of the Bar program entitled "Practical Aspects of Probating Estates."
t LL.B. 1928, LL.M. 1932, University of San Francisco; Assistant Chief Inheritance Tax Attor-
ney, State of California; Instructor of Law, University of San Francisco; Instructor of Law, Golden
Gate College; Member of San Francisco Bar.
1 CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 14813. All code references in the text, unless otherwise noted,
are to the CALIFORNIA REVENUE AND TAXATION CODE.
'CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 14771.
' CALIF. PROBATE CODE § 605.
'CALIF. PaOBATE CODE § 1174.
CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 14501, et seq.
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property at death, and the law6 demands that all transfers be aggregated.
Moreover, the minimum exemption is $50.7
In a probate proceeding the court usually appoints the inheritance tax
appraiser at the same time the will is admitted to probate and letters are
granted. In the proceeding under section 1170 of the Probate Code, and
the petition for determination of inheritance tax, you first file your petition
and then procure your order appointing the appraiser from the presiding
judge. In each instance, you prepare the form of order for the judge's
signature; whether or not you select the appraiser or the judge does so,
depends upon the practice in your county. In the probate proceeding the
better practice seems to be to submit your inventory, the original and two
copies, to the appraiser for appraisal, although the practice may vary from
county to county. After he has completed this phase of his work, he returns
the original inventory and appraisement to the attorney, duly executed. As
soon as convenient thereafter the attorney should send to the appraiser
an original and one copy of the Form 22 (and, if the community exclusion
is claimed, an original and one copy of the Form 3), as well as two copies
of the will, and any other supplementary material which may be necessary.
I say as soon as convenient, but I really mean right now! Why? Because
if the tax is paid within six months of the date of death, a discount of 5 per
cent of the amount of tax is allowed.' Incidentally, you do not always get
5 per cent of what you actually pay on account of tax; the discount is
limited to 5 per cent of the amount of tax, so that if you overpay, no
matter by how much, you can only be allowed a discount of 5 per cent of
the amount of tax. It seems to be the better practice, therefore, to underpay
slightly-thereby getting credit for 105 per cent of the actual amount paid-
because you gain nothing by the overpayment, and are later put to the
trouble of petitioning for a refund. Generally speaking, the dispatch with
which Form 22 gets into the hands of the inheritance tax appraiser has a
direct bearing upon how soon the determination of tax is made.
In a proceeding under section 1170 or to determine tax, the approved
practice seems to be to send the Form 22 to the appraiser along with two
copies of the petition.
While the Form 22 is the basic document in arriving at a determination
of tax, and is required by the Department in its audit of the appraiser's
report, it really cuts both ways, for it can establish for the client, by reason
of exemptions, deductions, etc., that no tax is actually due the State.
At this stage, I should like to suggest a caveat: The attorney should
never, unless there is no other person who is in a position to do so, fill out,
6 CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 13408.
CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 13803.
CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 14161.
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subscribe and swear to a Form 22 affidavit. The statements you may make
as attorney are no more than hearsay, generally-something someone told
you. You may be grieviously embarrassed by serious omissions. The swearing
to the Form 22 is the responsibility of the party in interest-the executor,
administrator or surviving joint tenant, and, unless special circumstances
exist, it will not be accepted unless sworn to by the real party in interest.
Now, let us look to this form and consider it, item by item. At the outset,
no claim for perfection is made; it has been revised on numerous occasions
in the past and undoubtedly will be in the future.
Form 22
Item 1. On the first line the form requests the name of the decedent
and the date of death. The name, of course, should be the name by which
the decedent was commonly known, his true name, but it is generally not
necessary to spell out the middle name. I would suggest, however, that if
the decedent used an alias, that should be set out in the affidavit. The reason
the Department is interested in the alias or the irregular combination of
names is that copies of consents to transfer, safe deposit inventories, etc., are
checked against the inventory and Form 22, and they may be indexed under
a variety of names. They must all be gathered together in the one file. The
date of death is important to fix the possibility of discount and, as well, the
delinquency date. Moreover, when the decedent is a Johnson, Smith, Jones,
Rossi, etc., the District Office may have several decedents listed in its index
bearing identical names; the date of death makes segregation much simpler.
Nothing need be said of the county in which the proceedings are pending
or the number thereof. Your name, address and telephone number should
be filled in as counsel, for it is Department policy to deal only with the
attorney for the estate. Where there is no attorney, as in many terminations of
joint tenancy by the affidavit method and petitions for determination of tax
filed by the Department, direct contact with the party in interest is the practice.
The affidavit asks the age of the decedent as of the date of death and
the cause of death. These relate directly to Item No. 12 on page 3--"Gifts or
Transfers." If the answer to the former shows that the nonagenarian suffered
from arteriosclerosis, hypertension, chronic heart deficiency, and a variety
of carcinoma, it will be extremely difficult to sustain a contention that a
transfer of a large part of his wealth a few months before death was not in
contemplation thereof.
The county of decedent's residence is important particularly where the
Department files the petition for determination of tax because section 14652
provides that the Superior Court of that county is vested with jurisdiction
to hear and determine.
Item 2. Did decedent leave a will? This is vital. If there was a will,
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it determines who takes and how much; if there was no will, the statutes of
succession govern. If the decedent died testate do not neglect to attach a
copy of the will to the Form 22; the appraiser cannot proceed to compute
the tax without it, and in its absence the Department will not approve a
proposed report. Arbitrary? Not a bit; because, under section 13409 no
agreement among the heirs, no renunciation of a legacy or a statutory share
can affect the impact of the tax. The computation must be based upon the
will, if the decedent died testate, or upon the statutes of succession, if he
did intestate
Item 3. The affidavit inquires whether the decedent had a safe deposit
box and, if so, its location-name of bank and branch, and the names of all
persons who had access to such box. If the box was within the district of
residence and it was examined by a Deputy County Treasurer, that District
Office will have a list of the contents in its files. If the box was located in
either of the other two districts, the list of contents is requisitioned. It is
unlawful" for any person to enter a safe deposit box, or for the depositary to
deliver up the contents of a safe deposit box unless the consent of the
Controller, or a person authorized by the Controller, e. g., a County Treasurer
or a Deputy County Treasurer, is first secured. The requisite consent is not
difficult to obtain. You simply contact the County Treasurer of the particular
county and make an appointment for his examination of the contents of the
box and subsequent release. A deputy will be at the bank on the date and
at the hour set. It is as simple as that. Moreover, the law permits a person
having access to a safe deposit box of a decedent to enter such box, prior
to the County Treasurer's examination and release thereof, for the purpose
of searching for and removing from the box burial instructions or the will.
At such time nothing else may be removed. If it should happen that your
client, prior to consulting you, and acting upon his own initiative, entered
the box and removed the contents before the bank was aware of the death,
it will be necessary that he fill out and swear to a supplemental affidavit
concerning that fact upon a special form provided by the Department.
When the County Treasurer examines the box he makes a list or inven-
tory of the contents in triplicate. He keeps one copy, another is given to the
executor or surviving tenant and the third is sent to the Department's district
office. This latter implements the audit of the appraiser's report.
Item 4. Joint Tenancy property. The affidavit first calls for a "yes" or
"no" answer as to whether decedent held any property in joint tenancy. If
the answer is "no," then we concern ourselves no further with this item.
Cohn v. Cohn, 20 Cal.2d 65, 123 P.2d 833 (1942) ; Estate of Rossi, 169 Cal. 148, 146 Pac.
430 (1915) ; Kelso v. Sargent, 11 Cal.App.2d 170, 54 P.2d 26 (1936) ; Estate of Holt, 61 Cal.App.
464, 215 Pac. 124 (1923).
"0 CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE §§ 14343, 44.
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But, if the answer is "yes" as almost invariably it is, a complete list of all
joint tenancies held with any person is required. Obviously, if the list is at
all extensive, the space allotted is going to be insufficient. In such situation,
simply set out under item 4 the words, "See rider attached" and make up a
separate list. Be extremely careful in setting out and properly describing
each item, as well as indicating the name or names of the survivor or
survivors and the relationship whether by blood or marriage. Why? Because
this is the only place where joint tenancies are reported; they are not properly
a part of the probate inventory.
Joint bank accounts should be set up by giving the name and branch
of the bank, whether the account is savings or commercial, the number and
the balance on deposit at the date of death. As'to corporate stocks set out
the number of shares, name of the corporation and the type or class of stock.
Certificate numbers are unimportant and unnecessary, nor is it particularly
helpful to the appraiser to set down the value of the stock-he has to follow
the rules in his appraisal: the mean between the high and low on the date
of death on the exchange which is the principal market.11 Especial care
should be used in describing corporate, municipal, state and federal bonds.
On Series "E" bonds, always give the maturity value and issue date of each
bond. An accurate and complete description of real property is essential.
The best place to get this description is from the deed whereby the decedent
and the survivor acquired title. While you are at it, I would advise setting
forth the date of the deed, date, book and page and instrument number of
the recording, because there is space for this information on the Certificate
of Release of Lien which is issued under section 14307.
Under Item 4 of Form 22 are the words, "Indicate which joint tenan-
cies-other than bank accounts-were created after June 21, 1939." This
was the effective date of the California Gift Tax Law. The establishing of a
joint tenancy, other than a bank account or U. S. bonds may have caused a
gift tax liability to attach, making the filing of a gift tax return imperative so
as to prevent the imposition of penalties and interest. If the joint tenancies
were set up after June 21, 1939, and the parties other than husband and wife,
and the property other than community in acquisition, gift tax returns must
be filed where the value of the interest transferred exceeds the statutory
exemptions, unless your survivor can prove there was no real transfer
and the joint tenancies were a mere substitute for a will.
It is my opinion that trustee bank accounts should be reported under
Item 4, as well as payable on death U. S. bonds, although they may be set
out under Item 12, on page 3.
"
1 TrrL 18, CAL F. ADmur. CODE § 780. The rules and regulations are also found in CCH Inherit-
ance, Estate and Gift Tax Service, and P-H Inheritance and Tax Service.
Item 5. Survivor's contribution to Joint Tenancy. Joint tenancies are
taxed under our law (as well as the Federal law) upon the contribution
theory, that is, upon the death of one joint tenant the entire value of the
joint tenancy property is taxed to or against the survivor, except that part
which the survivor may prove to have originally belonged to him and never
to have belonged to the decedent or to have been acquired from the latter
for less than an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth.
The Department requires a tracing of the property to its source, and will
not be satisfied with a mere statement of a conclusion by the survivor. The
effect of section 13671 is this: If the survivor made the entire or sole
contribution, no part is taxable; if the survivor made no contribution, the
entire value is taxable to him; if the survivor contributed one-fourth or
one-half or two-thirds, that part is not taxable and the balance is taxable.
These joint tenancies ordinarily cause no difficulties as the surviving joint
tenant usually is able to satisfy the Appraiser and the Department. It is the
joint tenancy between husband and wife, acquired with funds which were
community in acquisition or origin which has given rise to most of the
problems and difficulties. For many years joint tenancy property held by
husband and wife, and which was acquired with community earnings was
treated for inheritance tax purposes, upon the death of either spouse, as
community property. On April 26, 1950, the marital exemption, section
13805, became effective. That section grants to the surviving spouse an
exemption equal to one-half of the decedent's separate property. Within a
relatively short period it was contended by counsel, in behalf of a surviving
wife and joint tenant, that the property held by the decedent and the
survivor was new community in acquisition; that each was an equal con-
tributor to the property held as joint tenancy; that each held his or her
share as separate property; that only the decedent's one-half passed to the
survivor, and as to that half, the survivor was entitled to a marital exemption
equal to one-half thereof. This resulted in the application of the now familiar
/41/4 rule. Thereafter, in August, 1952, Rule 673(a), Title 18 Calif.
Admin. Code was abolished. This rule simply stated that for inheritance tax
purposes joint tenancy property held by a husband and wife which was
community in origin should, on the death of either, be treated as community
property, i. e., wife dead, none taxable; husband dead, one-half taxable.
Following the abolishing of Rule 673(a) an attempt was made to subject,
on the death of the wife, her share to taxation, on its passing to the husband,
and thus apply the 3/4.1/4 rule in this situation, also. Counsel for the surviving
husband-joint tenants cited the Tomaier2 case and argued that these are
joint tenancies in form only; that there was no conversion from community;
" Tomaier v. Tomaier, 23 Cal.2d 754, 146 P.2d 905 (1944).
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that the husband knew not the 16gal consequences of his act, etc. Happily,
this day is now past for, on May 13, 1955, Governor Knight signed Assembly
Bill No. 927, Chapter 520, Statutes of 1955, adding section 13671.5 to the
Revenue and Taxation Code affecting joint tenancy property held by a
husband and wife which was acquired with community earnings. The text
of the new section is as follows:
"Where husband and wife hold property in joint tenancy, or deposit
property in a bank or similar depository in their joint names subject to pay-
ment to either or the survivor, and such property had its source in community
property of the marriage of the husband and wife, then upon the death of
either of them, such property shall be treated for inheritance tax purposes as
if it were community property of the husband and wife."
Joint tenancies existing between a husband and wife and created out of
community property, on the death of either are to be treated as though the
property standing in joint tenancy was community.
*At the risk of telling a twice-told tale, I will briefly outline the pro.
cedure to be followed in terminating a joint tenancy.
(a) Personal Property. As to personal property, particularly stocks,
bonds and bank accounts, no formal proceedings are necessary or appro-
priate, unless the value of the property passing is such as to cause an inherit.
ance tax to attach, in which event proceedings for determination of inheritance
tax may be instituted under sections 14551-5. For this purpose the appraiser
should be furnished with two copies of the petition, the Inheritance Tax
Affidavit (Form 22) and, if appropriate, the Community Property Affidavit
(Form 3). Where the amount of inheritance tax which may be due is small
it may be possible to have the inheritance tax fixed by the Inheritance Tax
Department's district office. The affidavits above-mentioned are required,
together with a complete list of the joint tenancy property.
The stock transfer agents and the banks generally require submission
of the stock certificates or the bank books, a death certificate, some identifi-
cation of the survivor, and a "Consent to Transfer" (variously known as a
"waiver" or "release") from the Inheritance Tax Department."3 The Inherit-
ance Tax Department does not require payment of the tax before issuing
a Consent to Transfer provided that the tax is adequately secured by other
property.
(b) Real Property. Since death of one of two joint tenants automati-
cally terminates the joint tenancy, it is doubtful if any action at all need
be taken by the survivor to insure uninterrupted peaceable possession by the
survivor, but, unless the joint tenancy is terminated of record, the survivor
" CALrF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 14341, et seq.
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does not have a marketable title. This is currently accomplished by either
of two methods.
(1) By decree of Superior Court under Probate Code Sections 1170
and 1171. A petition to establish fact of death is filed, setting forth the
usual facts, and appointment of an Inheritance Tax Appraiser is procured.14
Copies of the petition and an Inheritance Tax Affidavit (and Community
Property Affidavit, if it is contended that the property was community in
origin and that fact is material in determining whether a tax is due and,
if so, the amount thereof) are furnished the Appraiser. After appraisement
is made, the Appraiser files his Report finding a tax, or files a No-Tax
Certificate as the case may be. When the tax has been paid, or the No-Tax
Certificate is filed, counsel generally sets his petition for hearing and, after
the facts have been established, the court grants its decree. Recording of a
certified copy of the decree in each county where the land is situated15 has
the effect of eliminating the deceased joint tenant's name from the record
title.
(2) By affidavit, death certificate and tax release. In the Southern
part of the State, title companies have for many years recognized the
practice of establishing the termination of a joint tenancy of record by
recording an affidavit of the surviving joint tenant, together with a death
certificate and tax release. Title companies throughout the state have recog-
nized this practice only since the enactment in 1949 of sections 14307-9.
Section 14309 has since been repealed (effective September 9, 1953), and
section 14307 has been amended to add Inheritance Tax Appraisers to the
list of persons authorized to issue certificates of release of the inheritance
tax lien. So far as known to the writer, title insurance companies throughout
the State now accept, in lieu of a decree under section 1174 of the Probate
Code, the recording of (1) an affidavit of identity, (2) a certified copy of
the death certificate, and (3) a certificate of release of inheritance tax lien
under section 14307. The form of affidavit of identity is prescribed by the
California Land Title Association and may be obtained from any affiliated
title company. In order to procure a release of lien from the California
Inheritance Tax Department, the following documents must be furnished to
the Department:
(1) Inheritance Tax Affidavit, Form 22.
(2) Community Property Affidavit, Form 3, where it is claimed the joint tenancy
property was acquired with community funds, and that fact is material in
establishing whether or not a tax may be due and, if so, the amount thereof.
(3) Copy of Affidavit of Identity or the essential information from the deed
whereby the parties acquired title.
14 CALIF. PROBATE CODE § 1174.
"5 CALIF. PROBATE CODE § 1175.
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(4) Appraisal of the property by an Inheritance Tax Appraiser or evidence of
the gross sale price under a bona fide pending sale.
If it appears that no inheritance tax is due, the Certificate of Release
of Lien will issue, whereupon it should be attached to the original Affidavit
of Identity and the death certificate, and the three papers recorded as one
document in the county where the real property is located.
Should it appear, however, that a tax is due, the party in interest should
cause to be instituted a proceeding wherein the tax may be determined.
Item 6. Property outside California. Generally speaking, jurisdiction
to tax depends upon residence in California of the decedent or the presence
of his property in this State. By section 13303 all intangible personal
property of a resident decedent, wherever situated, is subject to tax. No
attempt is made to tax, nor does the law seem to indicate that real property
elsewhere and tangible personal property permanently located in another
state are taxable by California. By the same token, real property in this
State and tangible personal property permanently located here belonging
to a non-resident decedent are taxable by California. California intangibles,
e. g., stock in a California corporation or one which has its principal place
of business in California, or a deposit in a California bank, are not taxable
where the decedent was a resident of some other state in the United States,
but are taxable under section 13303 where the decedent was a non-resident
of the United States. The purpose of the question, therefore, is merely to
make certain that no taxable property is overlooked.
Item 7. Did decedent execute or enter into a declaration of trust, etc?
Here, the Department makes no distinction between a declaration of trust,
in which the settlor is also the trustee, and a transfer in trust. What the
Department is interested in is whether the decedent ever created a trust.
If so, the Department requests a copy of the instrument or proof of the
existence of the oral trust and its terms, and, of course, a list of the assets
as of the date of death. This question relates directly to the taxability of
inter vivos transfers. If the settlor-decedent retained the income, or the
vesting of interests, possession or enjoyment were measured by his death,
or if the trust was revocable, we have a taxable transfer. But, more of this
later.
Item 8. If the decedent was a beneficiary of a trust, a copy of the
instrument creating the interest should be attached to the Form 22. Generally,
no problems arise under this item but, occasionally, the trust was set up
under the will Of a predeceased husband and the corpus was entirely the
community property of the first decedent and the present decedent, and the
Department was led to believe in the first estate that the wife was claiming
her community share, and taxed accordingly, but the entire residue was
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distributed to a trustee. In such a case, there is a transfer from the present
decedent with a reservation of a life estate.
If the decedent was a donee of a power of appointment the information
above indicated must be given. It is interesting to note that if the power was
created and the donor died before 5:00 P. M. of June 25, 1935, the gift
of the power was not taxed to the donee on its creation, but the exercise
of the power by the donee was taxed. The opposite rule applies to a power
created after 5:00 P. M. of June 25, 1935, that is, on its creation it is
taxed to the donee, but there is no tax on the exercise of the power by the
donee. 6
Item 9(a). Here, the Form 22 requests a list of the heirs, legatees or
devisees. This is where the right to the statutory exemptions is established.
The space for the information is divided into five columns. The fifth or last
column may be disregarded as unimportant; in computing the tax the will
or the statutes of succession have to be followed in any event. In the first
column set down the name, as indicated, of each legatee, devisee or heir.
Whether or not any information is entered in the second column, which is
headed "Date of Birth" depends upon whether the will creates a life estate
and remainders. The value of a life estate as of the date of death is arrived
at by the use of the Actuaries' Combined Experience Table of Mortality,
so that the correct date of birth of the life tenant is absolutely essential in
the selection of the true factor. A life estate is computed by multiplying the
corpus by 4 per cent, an arbitrarily assigned earning power. The result is
then multiplied by the factor for the age of the left tenant taken from the
table, and the answer is the present value of the life estate. This latter
figure is subtracted from the corpus to get the present value of the remainder.
The dates of birth of the remaindermen must be set out if the remainder is
contingent, i. e., if the remaindermen must survive the life tenant in order
to take. Suppose, for instance, that a remainderman is older than the life
tenant-in that case, nothing will be charged to him, but the entire remainder
will be charged to the other remaindermen.
Where no life estate is created by the will or an inter vivos trust, the
dates of birth are immaterial and unnecessary, except in the case of a minor
child of the decedent. There is in such circumstances no need to embarrass
the ladies but, if you must secure the date of birth, it is only fair to warn
the ladies that any age below the right one will result in their being charged
with a greater tax.
The residence of the heirs, legatees and devisees are requested for two
reasons. The first has to do with the application of the lapse and anti-lapse
"e See Estate of Newton, 35 Cal.2d 830, 221 P.2d 952 (1950) ; Estate of Elston, 32 Cal.App.2d
652, 90 P.2d 608 (1939).
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statutes and the second with section 259 of the Probate Code, i.e., whether
or not they are eligible to take. If the heir, legatee or devisee resides in a
country with which there is no reciprocity with California as to inheritance,
he cannot take, and his share falls into the residue, or goes by intestacy, or
escheats. Generally speaking, the countries behind the iron curtain are not
reciprocal.
The next column asks for relationship of the beneficiaries. In reading
the five lines immediately below the chart, Item 9(a), you will note that a
distinction is made between relatives by blood and relatives by marriage
and, as well, that the statement of a conclusion that the beneficiary is a
nephew or a cousin is not sufficient. The relationship must be traced. Why?
Because, California's death tax is an inheritance tax, a succession tax, and
the relationship existing between the decedent and the beneficiary establishes
both the exemption and the rates. If, for instance, the beneficiary is the wife
of the decedent, the Department is alerted to the possibility of the community
exclusion, and the right to the marital exemption and the statutory $24,000.00
exemption. The minor child gets an exemption of $12,000.00; be sure to set
down the date of his birth. 'The relationships of niece, nephew, uncle; aunt
and cousin must be satisfactorily established; the failure to trace such
relationship is a constant source of delay. The point is, section 13308 does
not use the words "niece" or "nephew" but says "descendant of a brother
or sister of the decedent," and section 13309 does not say "uncle" or
"aunt," but, "brother or sister of the father or mother of the decedent,"
nor does it say "cousin," but "descendant of a brother or sister of the father
or mother of the decedent." No relationships by marriage are recognized,
except husband, wife, son-in-law and daughter-in-law; the two former are
Class A, the two latter, Class B; all others are Class D, "strangers."
Item 9(b). Inquires whether any of the beneficiaries in the will pre-
deceased the decedent. I have heretofore alluded to the lapse and anti-lapse
statutes. This merely asks the details.
Item 9(c). Inquires whether the present decedent was a widow or
widower and, if so, the name, date of death and residence of the predeceased
spouse must be set out. If there was a probate estate, it is proper and fitting
to give the county where proceedings were had, and the number of the
proceeding. The point of this inquiry is two-fold. First, the Department
likes to compare the estates and ascertain why this one is so much smaller
than the former or vice versa. And, secondly, if both deaths occur within a
five-year period and the beneficiaries in both estates are Class A beneficiaries,
a previously taxed property exemption may be allowable. If such is the
situation, make the claim for the previously taxed property exemption under
9(c) and attach a rider listing all assets present in both estates and tracing
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those which were in the first estate but which were disposed of in the interval
between the two deaths.
Item 10. Here list all of the insurance on the life of the decedent, the
name of the company, the number and type of contract, the beneficiary and
his or her relationship to the decedent, the face amount of the policy and
the amount actually paid thereon. Under California law,'" as under the
Federal, insurance in the life of the decedent, in which he possessed during
his lifetime the incidents of ownership, is taxable. If payable to the estate,
it is includible in the inventory, and fully taxable, as any other asset.'"
If payable to a named beneficiary, however, it is not includible in the
inventory and under California law an exemption is allowable on such
insurance up to $50,000.00 and only the excess is taxable. If there are
several beneficiaries and the total amount of insurance exceeds $50,000.00,
the exemption is prorated.' 9 If the insurance was purchased, the premiums
paid with community earnings and the spouse is the named beneficiary, a
community exclusion is allowable to the extent of one-half thereof. This
means that the insured could carry $100,000.00 in insurance and if the
spouse is the named beneficiary and the premiums were paid with community
funds, none of the proceeds would be taxed. The policies must represent
true insurance, however, or the exemption will not be allowed, i.e., the
elements of risk sharing and risk shifting must be present.
Item 11. Annuities and Supplemental Contracts. The same type of
information is required here as under the preceding item. Obviously, not
all contracts issued by insurance companies are of the nature of true
insurance. These carriers also write Supplemental Contracts and Annuity
Contracts. In the case of a Supplemental Contract there generally has been
in force an ordinary life policy or an endowment policy which has matured,
i.e., the beneficiary has become entitled under the policy to payment of the
proceeds, but the beneficiary has elected to leave the proceeds on deposit
with the company, receiving at stated intervals interest on the sum on deposit.
In the writing of the supplemental contract a secondary beneficiary who is
to receive the balance on deposit at the death of the original beneficiary is
designated. The sum so received by the secondary beneficiary under such a
contract is fully taxable. In the annuity contract the purchaser has a right
in consideration of the premium paid to the carrier to receive monthly or
at some other regular interval a sum set in the contract, based upon the
age of the annuitant and the premium paid, for a period of years or for
life. The most common forms of annuity contracts provide for payments
"' CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE §§ 13721-23.
"8 CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 13722.
1" CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 13724.
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for 120 or 240 months certain or for life, so that if the annuitant dies
within the stated period there is a balance called the commuted value,
payable to the secondary beneficiary. These contracts are not insurance, not
entitled to the insurance exemption, and the commuted value is fully
taxable to the secondary beneficiary.2"
In recent years there has been a great development in the retirement
programs of corporations, and Federal, State and County agencies. Under
most of these plans there is a withholding each month out of the employee's
salary which withholding is deposited in the organization's retirement fund.
If the employee dies before reaching the retirement age, the total of his
deposits, plus the interest thereon, is payable to the designated beneficiary.
In addition, such retirement plans, especially in the case of governmental
agencies, usually provide that up to 6 months' salary is payable to the named
beneficiary. It is under Item 11 that the details are to be set out in the
Form 22. It is the position of the Department that the sums so paid are
taxable to the designated beneficiary although, if the beneficiary is the
spouse of the decedent the community exclusion is applicable. By reason
of the fact that the Government Code of California exempts retirement fund
contributions of public employees from taxation some question has arisen as
to whether the payments, where the decedent was a public employee, were
subject to inheritance tax. It has been held that they are taxable. It was
held in the Estate of Simpson21 that the exemption referred to was from
property taxes; that the inheritance tax is a privilege tax, and the Department
was upheld.22 Following the handing down of the Richartz opinion section
31452 of the Government Code was amended to exempt from inheritance
tax the right to a pension, annuity, return of contributions, and any rights
acquired by a beneficiary under the county pension system. Section 21200.5
was added to the Government Code to accomplish the same result for
members of the State Employees Retirement system, and section 14278 was
added to the Education Code to exempt from inheritance tax school teachers'
pensions and rights.2"
Item 12. Gifts or Transfers. This item requires that all transfers made
by the decedent to any person for less than an adequate and full considera-
tion in money or moneys worth be listed. It does not, of course, require
that trivial anniversary or Christmas gifts be listed, but all transfers of
substantial value must be. It may seem a bit unreasonable to demand that
all transfers whenever made be reported in the face of the statute which
places a three year limitation on transfers in contemplation of death but,
"0 Estate of Barr, 104 CaLApp.2d 506, 231 P.2d 876 (1951).
"143 Cal.2d 594, 275 P.2d 467 (1954).
2 See also Estate of Richartz, 45 CaL2d -, 288 P.2d 857 (1955).
2' CALIF. STATS. 1955, Chaps. 1503 and 1506.
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as will be seen, some transfers are taxable whenever made and, moreover,
California has a gift tax law so that even though a transfer may not be
taxable at death, there may well be a delinquent Gift Tax payable with the
attendant penalties and interest.
The inter vivos transfers which are taxable are those made in contem-
plation of death, if the transfer was made within 3 years of the date of
death (our law now conforms to the Federal in this respect), transfers
with deferred possession and enjoyment, by way of revocable trust and
advancement.
This contemplation of death idea merits a bit of development since
people will insist upon transferring property to avoid probate fees, in
utter disregard of tax consequences.
If we are to judge by the reaction of taxpayers and even some lawyers,
the term "contemplation of death" must be esoteric in concept. This phrase
seems to have made its first appearance in an American death tax statute
in New York in 1891. Forty states, California included, tax transfers in
contemplation of death. By an amendment to section 13642, effective Septem-
ber 22, 1951, any transfer made more than 3 years before the date of
death is presumed not to be in contemplation thereof, even though in fact
it was. A state cannot by law conclusively presume that any transfer was
made in contemplation of death,24 nor can the Federal Government.25 The
phrase "contemplation of death" has been given four different meanings
by the courts: (1) Gifts causa mortis-a death bed transfer made in
anticipation of death which is either subject to the condition precedent of
death, or subject to revocation in the event the donor survives the appre-
hended peril; (2) Transfers where the donor thinks death is impending
or imminent, usually because of existing physical or mental condition;
(3) Transfers by a donor who thinks death is not far off, though he need
not be in a physical or mental condition which would cause him to believe
death is imminent; and (4) Transfers in lieu of testamentary disposition
or transfers made by a person because of the general expectancy of death
which actuates the mind of a person on the execution of his will.
The causa mortis rule is antiquated and is no longer applied anywhere
to any extent; it was specifically rejected by the Supreme Court of Cali-
fornia.2" Technically, causa mortis transfers are not embraced within the
California phrase, because they are subject to condition precedent or are
revocable. More correctly such transfers are taxable under the to "take
effect in possession or enjoyment at or after the death" provisions of the
law. The difference between (2) and (3) is largely a matter of degree.
,Schlesinger v. Wisconsin, 270 U. S. 230 (1925).
"Heiner v. Donnan, 285 U. S. 312 (1931).
20 Estate of Reynolds, 169 Cal. 600, 147 Pac. 268 (1915).
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The majority of the states and, apparently, the Federal courts, formerly
adhered to the "impending death" rule, although the trend now seems to
be toward the broader "death not far off" doctrine. In fact, the United
States Supreme Court expressly rejected the "impending death" rule in
U. S. v. Wells,2" and came up with "death not far off" as the Federal rule,
which is gradually becoming the majority rule. The fourth, broadest and,
by far the most realistic approach to a meaning of the term under discussion
is to be found in the California definition, "transfers made in lieu of
testamentary disposition." Idaho, New Jersey, Ohio, South Dakota and
Tennessee follow California.
We may, then, safely state the California rule to be: A transfer is in
contemplation of death if made because of that expectancy of death which
actuates the mind of a person on the execution of his will.2"
While what is or is not contemplation of 'death is a question of law,
whether a particular transfer was made in contemplation of death is a
question of fact. Gifts and transfers are rarely induced by a single undiluted
motive. Mixed motives induce the making of most gifts; there may be an
ostensible motive as well as the real one; there may be several reasonable
motives combined. Which is the impelling motive, the one without which
the gift would not have been made? What does the Department look for in
making its determination? It is this: Is the motive one associated with
continuing life or with death?
Even though a transfer may not have been in contemplation of death,
or antedate the death by more than three years, it may, nevertheless, be
taxable under sections 13643-4-5-6 and 7.
Section 13643 taxes transfers made with the intention that they take
effect in possession or enjoyment at or after death of the transferor. A clean
cut example of such a transfer is found in the situation where a settlor
creates an irrevocable trust which is to terminate on his death, at which
time the corpus is distributable to the named beneficiaries.29
Section 13644 taxes transfers made with a reservation of a life income
or interest. A simple example is the deed by A granting described property
to B, "reserving unto the grantor a life estate."'3 Tax under this section
may be avoided, however, if the grantor subsequently relinquishes the life
estate and lives out the 3 year period above referred to, or the subsequent
transfer is not made in contemplation of death. 1 One feature, tax wise, of a
transfer reserving a life estate is worth noting. There has been no change in
27 283 U. S. 102 (1930).
"
8The two leading California cases on this specific point are: Estate of Adams, 39 Cal.2d 309,
246 P.2d 625 (1952) and Estate of Newman, 52 Cal.App.2d 126, 125 P.2d 908 (1942).9 Estate of Madison, 26 Cal.2d 453, 159 P.2d 630 (1945).
'o For a more involved set of facts, see Estate of Hyde, 92 CaLApp.2d 6, 206 P.2d 420 (1949).
" Estate of Thurston, 36 Cal.2d 207, 223 P.2d 12 (1950).
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the inheritance tax rates and exemptions since 1935. Prior to that time,
in some instances and at some periods, the exemptions were larger and
the rates of tax were lower. The Department has to tax the transfer at the
rates and exemptions in effect at the time the transfer was made although
the value must be taken as of the date of death.
Section 13645 taxes transfers made upon a promise by the transferee
to make payments to or care for the transferor.
Section 13646 taxes revocable transfers in trust. In California, since
1931, by section 2280 of the Civil Code all trusts are revocable "Unless
expressly made irrevocable by the instrument creating the trust." So, unless
the trust by its terms is irrevocable, on the death of the settlor the corpus
will be taxed to the cestuis. Taxation is justified, for while the beneficiaries
acquire an equitable interest on the creation of the trust, that interest is
subject to be defeated by revocation of the trust by the settlor. Moreover,
the interest given the beneficiaries under a revocable trust is not subject to
Gift Tax.
Before leaving the subject of transfers I would like to point out what
may appear to have been an odd result where a husband transfers old or
pre-1927 community property inter vivos to the wife and a third person.
The wife has no interest in old community property, only an expectancy,
so the husband is the sole transferor. The wife's community exclusion on
such a transfer was, by virtue of section 13554, 1/ of the value of the
property transferred to her, not 1/2 of the entire property transferred."
A bill to remedy this situation was enacted during the 1955 legislative
session. Now, while no part of the community exclusion may be applied
to the interest received by the third person, the wife receives a community
exclusion equal to one-half of the clear market of the property transferred,
not merely one-half of the value of the property received by her.
Section 13647 taxes advancements. This would have to be a gift
conforming to section 1050 of the Probate Code.
It is the declared intent and purpose of these sections "to tax every
transfer made in lieu of or to avoid the passing of property by will or the
laws of succession."
The Form 22 next inquires whether a Gift Tax Credit is claimed on any
of the transfers listed. The reason for this is that if the same transfer is
subject to both taxes a Gift Tax credit is allowable.3 This is a credit, not
an exemption or a deduction, so the inheritance tax is computed in the
ordinary manner and the amount of the credit is deducted from the inherit-
ance tax so computed.
The affiant is then asked whether it is conceded that the transfers are
-Kirkwood v. Bank of America, 43 Cal.2d 333, 273 P.2d 532 (1954).
"CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE §§ 14051-59.
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taxable under the inheritance law, and if the answer is "no," he is asked to
explain his position. Now, obviously, some transfers are made in contempla-
tion of death, and some are not; some transfers are taxable because of a
"string" held by the grantor and other transfers are outright and clean cut
without reservation or reversion. All the Department asks is a, statenient of
the executor's or administrator's position. The contentions will be considered
with an open mind and, if sound, the point will be conceded. If doubt
persists, the Department may suggest a conference at which the respective
views may be discussed. On this question there is room for an honest
difference of opinion.
Item 13. Assets of decedent. This item is intended to cover those assets
which stood in the name of the decedent alone. Where there is no probate
proceeding the answer may be "Personal effects of nominal value," intended
to encompass a couple of suits of clothes and an ordinary watch, or it may
be "Reliable Bank, Savings Account No. 13 $800.00," or "10 shares X
Corporation common stock." Where there is a probate proceeding, simply'
state, "See Inventory and Appraisement," and attach a copy thereof.
Should the executor discover an item or article or two after the inventory
and appraisement have been completed, there is no real need to prepare a
supplemental inventory; simply set out the assets under Item 13 with an
appropriate note. You can make the internal adjustment in your Accounting.'
Let us consider the inventory. Immediately after the executor or
administrator has qualified, the attorney sets to work preparing an inventory
of the decedents estate, as required by the Probate Code. Section 600
requires that the personal representative file with the clerk of the court within
3 months after his appointment, an inventory and appraisement of the estate
of the decedent, otherwise his letters may be revoked and he may be liable
on his bond for injury to the estate or any person interested therein.
As a practical matter the requirement of section 600 and the penalty
of section 610 may be "More honored in the breach than the observance,"
but where there is ill feeling or antagonism among the heirs or devisees, the
executor or administrator may well be embarrassed and even lose his post.
One bank makes it the uniform practice in every case where the inventory
and appraisement cannot be filed within the three months' period of pro-
curing an order extending the time to file the document.
What is an inventory? It is simply a list of assets belonging to,
possessed by, or in which the decedent had an interest at the time of his
death, set up in the form prescribed by statute and tradition. It must be
sworn to by the executor or administrator,34 and must also be sworn to by
" CALIF. PROBATE CODE § 604.
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the appraiser.3 5 What form shall it take? The ordinary printed forms can
be used or the entire document can be typed out, using, if necessary, one
of the probate form books. The Judicial Council has recently approved a
form of first page for the inventory which encompasses, in addition to the
title of court and cause, all of the necessary information and oaths. Counsel
merely attaches enough sheets to list all of the assets. Consideration of this
new form is recommended.
In short, the attorney is required to list in the inventory all property
owned by the decedent at the date of his death, or which stood in his name,
or in which he had an interest as a tenant in common. This includes, where
the husband is the decedent, the entire interest in the community property,
for it is all subject to his debts, and the wife's interest is one-half of the
net, not one-half of the gross.3 6 Where the wife is the decedent and has
disposed of her share of the community by will to someone other than the
husband, an undivided one-half interest in each item of post 1927 community
is included. All insurance on the life of the decedent, which is payable
to his estate, or the executor or administrator, must be included in the
inventory. The excluded items are the joint tenancy property in which the
decedent had an interest, for that interest ceased and terminated at his
death; property held by the decedent as a trustee; trustee bank accounts;
and property in which the decedent may have had an interest, but which
he had transferred inter vivos. However, a remainder interest of the decedent
in any property, whether that interest be vested or contingent is included.
Section 600 of the Probate Code goes into considerable detail in specifying
the items to be included in the inventory.
When should preparation of the inventory begin? It might here be
said, "It's later than you think-time was." In the writer's opinion the best
time to commence preparation of the inventory is during the testator's
lifetime, before drawing his will. All will agree that, generally speaking,
the attorney cannot draw a will which will give the testator's family the
maximum protection and the ultimate in benefit, unless the extent and
character of his estate are known. How futile to lay out an elaborate will
if the testator holds all his property in joint tenancy, or has executed deeds
of gift to all his real property. We may, therefore, properly inquire of the
testator the extent and nature of his property holdings. How shall the attorney
make a comprehensive, all inclusive inquiry? Here good use of the California
Inheritance Tax Affidavit, Form 22, and the Community Property Affidavit,
Form 3 can be made. If the attorney has a duplicating machine, or has the
use of one, it might be well to make up his own form of interrogatories using
the Forms 22 and 3 as a guide. If he can do this, he is off to a good start.
" CALIF. PROBATE CODE § 608.
"6 Estate of Coffee, 19 Cal.2d 248, 120 P.2d 661 (1941).
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The task after the testator's death will be immeasureably simplified if he has
that information in his files.
Assume, however, that an attorney did not draw the will, 'that when
the widow comes into his office, she states she has absolutely no knowledge
of her husband's affairs and no knowledge of how he handled their finances,
and that the attorney never saw the executor until he walked into his office.
One of the first inquiries is whether the decedent had a safe deposit
box and, if so, in what bank. Who else had access to this box, and where
is the key. If it was a joint access box the task is simplified. Merely telephone
the County Treasurer and make an appointment to have the box inventoried
and, if proper, released. Meanwhile, the inheritance tax law permits the
box to be entered for the purpose of removing the will or burial instructions.
Assuming the will has been found in the safety deposit box, and the
executor has been appointed, the search for assets now begins in earnest.
All of the usual places at the decedent's home are examined-his desk,
bureau, closet, brief case, and so on. His desk at the office is checked for
personal papers and inquiry made as to whether he has a personal envelope
in the company safe, and so on. His income tax returns are examined; the
members of his family as interviewed, perhaps his close friends, his banker,
his broker, his bookkeeper, and any other person likely to be acquainted
with his personal affairs should also be interviewed. The lawyer should
instruct the executor to do these things.
If the attorney is still not satisfied, he might circularize the banks
in the community where the decedent lived and the city in which he worked.
By this I mean that he writes each bank a letter, setting forth the fact of death
and the qualification of the executor and requests advice whether or not the
decedent kept an account or accounts in the particular bank. Be sure to give
the bank the name or names which the decedent may have used, his place
of residence and, if known, his mother's maiden name. If it is suspected he
may have dabbled in real estate, a small investment in a "name run" by a
title insurance company may well be most enlightening.
As soon as all this information is assembled an inventory should be
started. There should be some order, organization and unity; there should
be, this writer believes, 5 categories: (1) Cash and bank accounts; (2)
Stocks; (3) Bonds; (4) Real property; and (5) Miscellaneous items. Let
us look at each of the foregoing five categories:
(1) Cash, etc.: Never simply say, "Cash in possession of decedent and
in banks, $60,000.00." This will never do. "Cash found on person or in
possession of the decedent" should be set out as a separate item. Each bank
account should be set out as a separate item, giving the name of the bank
and the branch, whether commercial or savings, the number of the account
and the balance of the account as of the date of death. The inventory speaks
as of the date of death, so the amounts shown should be as of that date.
(2) Stocks: These should be shown by the number of shares, name of
corporation, class of stock, whether common, capital or preferred, and the
preference. It is not necessary to set out each certificate separately by
number and date, but the total number of shares in a particular corporation
of a particular type will suffice. There is a proviso here, however, and that
occurs where there has been a change in the stock structure of a corporation
not reflected in the certificates at hand. On this point two illustrations are
given. "Old" Transamerica is worth only half of "new" Transamerica, that
is, 2 shares of "old" equal but one share of "new"; old $100 par P.G.&E.
stock is worth 4 shares of "new." If the attorney is confronted with either
of these items, or a similar situation, he should set out a parenthetical note
immediately following the item in the inventory and show the par value of
the shares and the issuance date of the certificate. If the stocks in the inven-
tory are all listed on a recognized exchange, it is not particularly helpful to
the appraiser to enter the values opposite the item because, under the Depart-
ment Rules, the appraiser in fixing the value of the stocks must take the mean
between the high and low quoted on the date of death, and a broker may pos-
sibly use some other formula, or take the closing price. Stock in a closely
held corporation should be set out in the inventory just as any other stock, i.e.,
number of shares, name of corporation and class of stock, but, obviously,
the appraiser is going to need more information, to determine value. As to
this item he will require, and the attorney should furnish to him, a balance
sheet as of the nearest date to the date of death, profit and loss statements of
the corporation for the 5 years preceding the date of death, and any
information concerning sales of the stock and any recent appraisals. Inci-
dentally, the appraiser will need similar information if the decedent died
possessed of an interest in a partnership, or was the sole owner of a business.37
Always list worthless stocks, don't omit them. The item will take only
a single line in the inventory, and if it ever again comes to have a value,
the clients will thank you a thousand times.
(3) Bonds: As to corporate bonds much care should be exercised
in setting down an accurate description. If corporate or municipal, county
or state, be sure to give both issue and maturity dates, rate of interest
and state what interest coupons are attached.
As to U. S. Bonds, always give issue date as well as series.
(4) Under the heading of real property it is unnecessary to state that the
87 The most recent California "valuation" case is Estate of Rowell, 132 Cal.App.2d 421, 282
P.2d 163 (19'55). See also Kragen, Some Thoughts on the Valuation of Closely Held Business
Interests, 43 CALIF. L. REv. 781 (1955) ; Murphy, in the Proceedings, Sixth Annual Tax Accounting
Conference-The California Society of Certified Public Accountants, 1955.
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description in the inventory should be checked against the original deed
with great care. If there is a mistake in the inventory description it is
invariably discovered at so late a time in the administration as to be ex-
tremely embarrassing. Should the decedent's interest in a parcel of real
property be a fractional interest, the description should always be preceded
by the words, "An undivided 1/4 or 1/ or /s interest in and to," etc. It some-
times happens that a decedent has acquired 2 or 3 adjoining parcels of real
property at different times and subsequently erected a single structure over
all 2 or 3. In such a case the 2 or 3 adjoining lots should all be listed as a
single parcel number, as Parcel 4 or Parcel 5, and each of 2 or 3 descriptions
set out one below the other under the single head. Then tie all 2 or 3 lots
together with a statement such as, "Improved with a 3 story reinforced
concrete building commonly known as 1101-1111 South Main Street," or
some other similar designation of the improvements.
If decedent had a remainder interest in real property, this must be
included.
The practice is growing of asking the appraiser to value the land and
improvements separately, although the full value only is set out in the
right hand column. This is particularly of importance where the property
is income producing, and a new base for depreciation is desired.
(5) Under the last heading of "Miscellaneous," the attorney sets out the
tangible personal property of the decedent, his automobile, his books,
paintings, rugs, furniture, lodge jewels, watches, rings, cameras, binoculars,
and all other property not falling under the first three headings. Ordinarily,
of course, it is not necessary to set out these things in any great detail and
"Furniture and Furnishings" and "Personal Effects" are the common catch-
alls. But, the decedent may have bad small possessions of much value or
sentiment which it would be well to set up separately. Moreover, take a good
look at the will to ascertain if any such items have been specifically be-
queathed and, if so, the course is clear-set them up separately in the
inventory.
Also set out the insurance payable to the estate and give name of
company, face amount, interest and dividends payable.
Statutory homesteads should be inventoried, although not a part of
the estate.3" There should be two separate appraisals, one as of the date
of declaration, and one as of date of death, so leave two lines, but not in
the right hand column.
In inventorying a promissory note, set out name of maker, date of
note, face amount, rate of interest, balance of principal and accrued
interest as of date of death.
Real property subject to a contract of sale may also be inventoried
's CALIF. PROBATE CODE § 600.
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here, since it is no longer real property. Set out the buyer's name, face
amount of contract, interest rate, date of contract, balance due as of date
of death, and describe the property.
Up to this point it has been assumed that the decedent's ownership of
the assets which are listed in the inventory is unquestioned. Assume some
person claims to be the owner of an asset which the executor believes to
have belonged to the decedent or that some person has in his possession an
asset belonging to the decedent and refuses to deliver it up or assume further
that the executor himself, asserts ownership of an asset which may have
belonged to the decedent. Sections 571 and 573 of the Probate Code deline-
ate the powers and duties of the personal representative in this respect.
Actions by and against third persons asserting adverse claims to decedent's
assets must be litigated on the civil side of the court, but where the personal
representative asserts in his own right a claim to property as against creditors
or distributees of the estate, the Probate Court in California has the power
to adjudicate this claim. 9 This may be accomplished by a petition to the
probate court for instructions whether or not the property should be inven-
toried after notice to all interested parties, preferably before the property
is inventoried, so as to avoid the necessity for deletion of the item.
Item 14. By his statement under this heading the executor or admin-
istrator either concedes that the property in the estate was all separate
property of the decedent, or claims that the property was all community or
part community and part separate. If it is claimed that any part of the
estate was community property, a Form No. 3 Community Property Affidavit
must be executed to substantiate the claim. It should here be pointed out
that for inheritance tax purposes the usual presumption that property
acquired by husband and wife during the marriage relationship does not
prevail; there is no presumption that property acquired after marriage is
community property. Any person who claims that any property acquired after
marriage is community property has the burden of proving that it is such."
Hence the community property affidavit.
Item 15. Will a Federal Estate Tax Return be filed? The purpose
of this question is to alert the appraiser and the Department to the fact that
there may be a Federal Estate Tax deduction.
Item 16. Deductions. The law provides that certain deductions for debts,
taxes and expenses be allowed in order to arrive at the net estate or, as it is
called, the clear market value of the estate. Deductions under the decisions
are strictly construed. The person claiming the deduction must point to the
applicable statute and show that the claimed deduction falls within its
"9 Estate of Howe, 31 Cal.2d 395, 189 P.2d 5 (1948).
"9 CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 13556.
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terms. Section 13981 states: "It is not intended by this article to allow as a
deduction anything that does not reduce the amount of an inheritance or
transfer." This is important, for if the claimed deduction does not reduce or
diminish the property before us, and subject to our tax, it may not be allowed.
Deductions, to be allowed, must be obligations of the decedent or his estate
and must be paid by the estate or the transferee.
Paragraph 17, page 4 of The Inheritance Tax Affidavit. Expenses of
last illness which were paid after death by the executor or survivor: These
include doctors' bills, hospital charges, nurses, ambulance, drugs, and so on.
Note carefully, however, the words "paid after death." The reason that
last illness expenses paid before death by the decedent cannot be allowed
is that payment by the decedent had the effect prior to death of reducing
or depleting the property or estate of the decedent which is before us for tax.
These expenses are a charge against the estate and a claim should be filed.
A word of caution: Be sure that the last illness expenses are not claimed
twice, that is, under the first heading in paragraph 17, Form 22, and again
under allowed claims.
Funeral expenses: These are allowable under the same section which
allows as a deduction the expenses of last illness.41 Regulation 824(b)4"
enumerates the following funeral expenses: (1) Burial; (2) Burial plot,
either for the decedent alone or for the decedent and the members of his
family; (3) Tombstone, monument or other memorial; (4) Perpetual care
of burial plot. I think, also, the stipend or donation to the minister, priest,
rabbi or the church may be included. There is no specified limit as to
amount of expenditure either in the law or regulations. Reasonableness is
the keynote, having due regard for the station in life of the decedent and
the custom of the community of which he is a resident. Funeral and last
illness expenses of a deceased wife are allowable as deductions from her
estate even though she is survived by a husband financially able to pay those
expenses."3 Occasionally a testator may direct that his remains be interred
in the family plot in some other state. Transportation of the body to its final
resting place and railroad fare for the person required to accompany it are
allowable.
Debts of decedent (being allowed claims): If we are to be precise
the word "claim," as used in Chapter XII, section 700, et seq., of the
Probate Code has reference only to such debts or demands against the
decedent as might, if due, have been enforced against him in his lifetime by
personal actions for the recovery of money and upon which only a money
"CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 13986.
TrTLE 18, CALIF. ArmiN. CODE § 824(b).
3 CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 13986; TrmE 18, CALIF. AxmIN. CODE § 825; Riley v. Robbins,
1 Cal.2d 285, 34 P.2d 715 (1934).
judgment could have been rendered. The statute44 now requires that claims
for funeral expenses be presented within the time limited by notice to
creditors. It would seem, therefore, that in order for a debt to be allowable
as a deduction, a claim therefor should be presented within time, allowed
and approved. Yet, the statute and regulations are not so strict for section
13983 does not say the debt must be based upon a claim properly presented,
and section 13982 contains the words "are paid by the estate or the trans-
feree." The regulations are silent on this point. This is not to say, however,
that all allowed claims are automatically deductible. Often claims are pre-
sented which are not proper and are nevertheless allowed and approved
because of family considerations or because the claimant is the residuary
legatee, and so on. As to such claims, the sound view is that the taxing
authorities are not bound. A debt secured by a mortgage upon property
which forms a part of the decedent's estate is a proper deduction. It is not a
prerequisite to allowance that the debt secured by the mortgage be actually
paid; proof of its existence will suffice. 41
It sometimes happens that real property encumbered by a mortgage
or deed of trust is specifically devised without mention in the will of the
encumbrance. In such cases the decisions are clear: Unless the will discloses
a different intent on the part of the testator a specific devise of real
property effects a transfer of the property to the devisee free from encum-
brance, and the debt, if a claim has been presented, is to be paid in the same
manner as the general unsecured debts of decedent. 6
It is almost axiomatic that obligations of the decedent upon which the
statute of limitations has run are not allowable as deductions.47 Nor are
contingent obligations of the decedent allowable until the contingency
occurs.4" As to the latter, the law49 and the regulations 0 provide appropriate
machinery for establishment, allowance and refund, after the order fixing
tax has been filed, and even after distribution. The application for refund
must be made, however, within one year after the debt has been established
or paid. If the debts are at all extensive they must be itemized.
Taxes which are a lien or due and unpaid at date of death: Section
13987 provides for the deduction of "All state, county and municipal taxes
which are a lien," etc. Regulation 826 is to the same effect. Note carefully
the words quoted, and that the word "Federal" does not appear in the
" CALIF. 'PROBATE CODE § 707.
'" TITLE 18, CALIF. ADMIN. CODE § 817.
" Estate of de Bernal, 165 Cal. 223, 131 Pac. 375 (1913) ; Estate of Matthiessen, 23 Cal.App.2d
608, 73 P.2d 1267 (1937) ; Estate of Morse, 95 Cal.App. 652, 273 Pac. 130 (1928).
" TITLE 18, CALIF. ADMIN. CODE § 820.
" TITLE 18, CALIF. ADMIN. CODE § 819.
" CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 13985.
"TITLE 18, CALIF. ADMIN. CODE §§ 822, 823.
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section authorizing the deduction. This, then, would appear to exclude
Federal income taxes which are owed by the decedent at the date of death.
The section obviously is intended to cover real and personal property taxes
on property within this state and included in any transfer subject to
inheritance tax. It must be kept in mind that real property taxes on property
become a lien as of the first Monday in March so that normally two install-
ments are deductible where the decedent dies after that day and before the
fifth of December. If the decedent dies after the fifth of December one or both
installments may have been paid before death.
As to income taxes, it is believed that these should be shown under
"debts" in view of the narrowness of the section, allowing a deduction for
taxes. Interest on income tax deficiencies may be allowed only to the date
of death.
Commissions of Executor or Administrator: The deduction falls under
subdivision (a) of section 13988 which deals with expenses of adminis-
tration. If the comnaission is waived, there is no deduction; if taken, it is
computed on the property properly in the inventory and appraisement, valued
as of the date of death, in accordance with section 901 of the Probate
Code. Obviously, the amount allowed as a deduction under'section 13988(a)
will be less than the statutory commission because under section 901 the
commission is computed "upon the amount of estate accounted for . . ."
Occasionally a testator may make a bequest to an executor in lieu of
statutory commissions. This point is treated in sections 13988 and 13603, and
in the Regulations by sections 829, 702 and 762. The bequest up to the
amount of the statutory fee is not taxable; the excess is taxable as a bequest.
But suppose the bequest in lieu of commissions is less than the statutory
commissions, say the bequest is $3,000 aid the statutory, commission ex-
ceeds $4,000. May the executor renounce the bequest and take the statutory
commission? Apart from the statute, there is authority that the nominee
must be satisfied with the provision made for him by will, or else reject
the appointment."
Also included under Expenses of Administration in subdivision (b)
of section 13988 are the ordinary fees allowed attorneys for executors and
administrators under section 910 of the Probate Code. As with executors'
and administrators' commissions, this fee is to be computed upon that
property which is in the inventory, valued as of the date of death, and not
upon all property accounted for by the personal representative, which latter
is the basis for the commissions and fees actually chargeable by the repre-
5 Estate of Barton, 96 CalApp.2d 234, 214 P.2d 857 (1950). But that is a trustee case, not one
involving an executor and CALIF. PROBATE CODE § 900 appears to permit renunciation of the
bequest in writing, and the claiming of the statutory commissions. See Estate of Fritz, 130 Cal.App.
725, 20 P.2d 361 (1933) ; Estate of Shaw, 85 CalApp. 518, 260 Pae. 351 (1927).
sentative and his attorney-these are generally in excess of those allowable
as deductions under the inheritance tax law.
The deduction will not be computed on property included in the
inventory, but not properly a part thereof, e.g., insurance proceeds payable
to a named beneficiary; trustee bank accounts; joint tenancies, etc.
If the executor is a lawyer and elects to act as his own attorney in the
probate proceeding, he cannot be allowed both the executor's commissions
and the attorney's fees. Should the lawyer-executor retain his own firm as
counsel the deduction still may not be allowed, unless the lawyer-executor
establish satisfactorily that he is not to participate in or receive any benefit
from the attorney's fees claimed as a deduction.5" An executor who is himself
an attorney at law may, of course, properly employ another attorney to
render the necessary legal services for the estate and the fees paid such other
attorney are a proper deduction.53
Section 13988.1 permits an allowance as a deduction attorney's fees
under section 1170 of the Probate Code or to determine inheritance tax, and
for extraordinary services in connection with tax work. Prior to its enactment
in 1945 no extraordinary fees were allowable whatsoever, and extraordinary
fees are still not allowable, except to the extent permitted by section 13988.1.
The section was amended in 1951 to permit a "tax work" extraordinary
commission for executors and administrators, and also to permit accountant's
fees to be deducted for tax work.
It has been the Department practice, since 1945, and is now, to allow
as a deduction under this section, whatever fee the attorney is charging and is
to be paid.
Somewhat of an administrative problem is presented when the Depart-
ment is confronted with a claimed deduction for extraordinary attorney's
fees for tax work. Extraordinary fees are not commonly allowed in the Pro-
bate Court until the presentation and settlement of the final account. Until
then no one will know what allowance the judge will make. Moreover, there
are other extraordinary attorney's fees which may be claimed, such as for
sales of property, litigation and so on and which are not allowable deductions.
What will be the apportionment? And yet the inheritance tax report and
order fixing tax are generally on file months and even years before the final
accounting is had. The Department must anticipate what the court will allow
as attorney's fees for tax work. The Department inquires of counsel, commits
him to a figure, and, if experience indicates it is reasonable, allows it.
Ordinary expenses of administration: These are not delineated in section
13988. They include many things-filing fees, publication of notices, death
certificates, certified copies of documents, etc. Generally, these items are
52 TITLE 18, CALIF. ADMIN. CODE § 830; Estate of Parker, 200 Cal. 22, 251 Pac. 907 (1926).
"' Estate of Graham, 187 Cal. 222, 201 Pac. 456 (1921).
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small in amount, and no problem exists as to their allowance. Attorneys
should keep in mind that closing costs and appraiser's fees are within this
heading, and are allowable.
Frequently the Department is asked to allow as a deduction an amount
of money paid by an executor to defend a suit or threatened suit by a dis-
appointed, disinherited or disgruntled heir. This is not a proper deduction
and is not allowable. By Regulation 832 extraordinary expenses of admin-
istration are not allowable, such as expenses incurred in connection with
contested or litigated claims against the estate; traveling expenses of the
executor or administrator or his attorney, carrying on decedent's business,
and so on.
Expenses of sale of real property in the estate are often claimed.
These include agent's commissions, publication of notice, etc. In a proper
case they may be allowed, but what is a proper case will hinge upon several
factors. Did the will direct the sale; was it necessary to secure funds with
which to pay expenses of administration, taxes or debts, or was it merely
for the convenience of the devisees or legatees? Was the sale price above
or below the appraised value of the parcel? If the will directed, or it was
necessary, and the sale price is at or below the appraised value, the costs
and expenses of sale may be allowed, otherwise not. By Department Bulletin,
where property is sold at less than appraised value, and the will directed
sale or it was necessary to pay debts and costs of administration, the difference
between the sale price and appraised value may be allowed as an expense
of administration. If the property is sold at a price in excess of the appraised
value, the costs and expenses of sale are not allowable. Section 13981 applies.
Another rather obvious reason is that the costs of sale are normally an
allowable income tax deduction in reduction of "capital gain."
Amounts expended for care, upkeep and repairs of estate property are
sometimes claimed as deductions. This presents somewhat of a problem.
The Department is confronted with the elementary proposition that
the executor or administrator is charged with the duty of caring for
and preserving the property of the estate and, on the other hand, that
testamentary dispositions are presumed to vest in the legatee or devisee at
the date of the testator's death. 4 This may create a situation where the
representative spends the residuary legatee's 'money to preserve, or even
improve property vested in the specific devisee. If the property is income
producing, there is no problem, for these expenses should be paid out of
income from which they are a proper deduction for income tax purposes.
Despite the fact that a plausible argument may be made in favor of the
allowability as a deduction of expenses care, upkeep, repairs, additions or
improvements upon or to estate property, it is the policy of the Department
' CALIF. PROBATE CODE § 28.
to disallow them upon the ground that such expenses are not "ordinary" in
the sense of the statute and they are not spelled out therein. While there
is a split of authority elsewhere on this point, the weight seems to tip the
scales to disallowance.
Here, again, if the expenses are "large" or disproportionate, they must
be itemized.
Last, among the deductions is the Federal Estate Tax deduction, which
is allowed under section 13989 and the Regulations." Basically, the allow-
able deduction is computed only upon the property subject to both the
inheritance tax and the Federal Estate Tax, and at the California appraiser's
valuations. In other words, in computing the Federal Estate deduction, the
Department takes the property subject to inheritance tax, at Department
values, and subtracts therefrom all that California does not tax, plus any
additional items not taxable under the Federal act. To illustrate, assume
that the decedent was insured for $50,000 payable to named beneficiaries.
California will not tax that insurance, but the Federal Government will, so
that is excluded in computing the deduction. Suppose further, that there is a
legacy to a charity in some other state, which state is not reciprocal, and yet
the charitable bequest is allowed as a deduction for Federal purposes.
This is also subtracted from the gross estate in computing the California
deduction of Federal Estate Tax. It should be clear from what has been
said that the Federal Estate Tax actually paid may be, but is not necessarily
the amount allowable as a deduction. And there is this further limitation:
If the Federal Estate Tax actually paid is less than the computation, the
smaller of the two figures is the allowable deduction.5"
In connection with the Federal Estate Tax deduction I should like to
draw your attention to sections 970, et seq., of the Probate Code. The
import of these sections is that the Federal Estate Tax deduction is not
to be charged against the fair market value of the estate as are the other
deductions, which would place the entire burden upon the residuary legatee,
but it is to be equitably prorated among all of the beneficiaries. The will,
of course, may direct that the Federal Estate Tax be paid out of the residue,
in which event the proration statute does not apply, but the usual provision
in a will that the executor pay debts and expenses of administration is not
such a direction.
Exclusions and Exemptions
The most important of these is the community property exclusion.
By section 13553, on the death of the wife, all community property passing
to the husband is excluded from tax. By section 13551, on the death of the
" TITLE 18, CALIF. ADMIN. CODE § 833-36.
" Estate of Slack, 86 Cal.App.2d 49, 194 P.2d 61 (1948).
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husband the wife is granted an exclusion equal to one-half of the community
property. This one-half is one-half of the net estate after the expenses of
administration have been deducted.57
Formerly, the Federal Estate Tax was treated as an expense of admin-
istration and was included in such expenses of administration in arriving
at the amount of the wife's community exclusion. In 1948 a marital deduction
was granted the surviving spouse by the Federal Estate Tax law under which,
broadly speaking, if the wife was the transferee and no terminable interest
was created, only one-half of the decedent's property was subject to tax.
Since the Coffee and Atwell decisions treated the Federal Estate Tax deduc-
tion as an expense of administration, the Department, in the absence of
statutory or court authority, continued to treat it as such as to decedents
dying after the effective date of the 1948 Federal amendment (this treatment
necessarily made for a smaller community exclusion) until brought into court
in the Estate of Cushing.5" The court overruled the Department's contention,
and determined that no part of the Federal Estate Tax deduction was a
charge upon the wife's one-half of the community property, insofar as post
1927 community property was concerned. The result of the Cushing case,
therefore, is to require, as to "new" community, that the wife's share be
ascertained before the Federal Estate Tax is deducted.
By the statute, all community property passing to someone other than
the surviving spouse is taxable.
The inheritance tax personal exemptions and the rates of tax are set
out in the form of a chart, printed by the Department. In 1950, effective
as to decedents dying after April 26 of that year, the marital exemption was
added. Under section 13805 an exemption is granted to the surviving spouse
equal to one-half of th6 clear market value of the decedent's separate
property. No part of the decedent's separate property need pass to the
surviving spouse--the exemption is granted nevertheless. The insurance
exemption and the intangibles exemption have heretofore been mentioned.
In computing the tax, a distinction must be made between deductions and
exclusions on the one hand, and exemptions on the other. The former come
out or are subtracted before starting to compute the tax, whereas exemptions
are a part of the tax computation, that is, they use up the lower tax brackets.59
This is the reason why, in the larger estates, the community exclLision is
more effective, and results in a lower tax, than the application of the
marital exemption.
California also accords a previously taxed property exemption. By
section 13821, et seq., it is provided that if two deaths occur within a 5 year
" Estate of Coffee, 19 CaL2d 248, 120 P.2d 661 (1941) ; Estate of AtwelI, 85 Cal.App.2d 454,
193 P.2d 579 (1948).58113 CalApp.2d 319, 248 P.2d 842 (1952).
" Estate of Harrison, 110 Cal.App.2d 717, 243 P.2d 528 (1952).
period and the same property forms a part of each estate an exemption is
granted for previously taxed property, provided that in each estate the prop-
erty passes to a Class A beneficiary, and was taxed in the first estate.
Transfers to a charitable organization, or in trust for a charitable
purpose are exempt from inheritance tax." Where the charitable donee is
located in another state, or the charity is to be dispensed outside of California,
the exemption is dependent upon reciprocity, i.e., the other jurisdiction must
accord a similar exemption to a California charity. In litigation on this point
California courts seem to have reached some astonishing results."'
Departmental Procedure
After the documents, Form 22, the will, etc., have been submitted
to the appraiser, he proceeds to draft his report finding the amount of
inheritance tax due, or his no tax certificate, as the case may be. In this
function, as well as in making his probate appraisal, the appraiser is an
independent referee of the court, with power to require the attendance of
witnesses, make his own findings and report, etc.62 He is not an employee
of, nor does the Inheritance Tax Department have any control over him. In
actual practice, however, it has become the settled custom for the appraiser
to submit his proposed report to the Department for audit prior to its being
filed. This is simply a matter of expediency, however, for the appraiser
has the power to file his report with the court regardless of the Department's
approval or disapproval. When the appraiser submits his proposed report
to the District office, Department auditors take over. They check out every
item in the inventory and the Form 22 against the copies of consents to
transfer which we have in our file; they check the list of contents of the
safe deposit box against the inventory and the Form 22; they check out
all of the deductions; check the computation of tax and all totals. When
called for they even check items against earlier estates. This careful auditing
is performed in a sincere effort to reach a correct result, which may be
supported on the record alone, and because the Controller is the chief
auditing officer of the State, and that is the prime function of the Inheritance
Tax Department.
The Department auditors are skilled, by reason of experience and
training in recognizing the various types of problems which occur in the
auditing of proposed Inheritance Tax Reports. If the problem is one of
computation of tax or involves the application of a mathematical formula,
60 CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE §§ 13841, 42; TITLE 18, CALIF. ADMIN. CODE §§ 741-53.
61 Estate of Fleming, 31 Cal.2d 514, 190 P.2d 611 (1948) ; Estate of Barter, 30 Cal.2d 549, 184
P.2d 305 (1947) ; Estate of Irwin, 196 Cal. 366, 237 Pac. 1074 (1925) ; Estate of Cutler, 122 Cal.
App.2d 147, 264 P.2d 186 (1953) ; Estate of Benheim, 100 Cal.App.2d 398, 223 P.2d 874 (1950) ;
Estate of McIntosh, 100 Cal.App.2d 240, 223 P.2d 318 (1950) ; Estate of Baxter, 100 Cal.App.2d
397, 223 P.2d 877 (1950) ; In re La Societe, 75 Cal.App.2d 770, 171 P.2d 544 (1946).
" CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 14502.
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the auditor deals directly with the appraiser. If, however, the problem is
legal, such as interpretation of a provision of a will or trust instrument or
the application of the statutes of succession, and so on, the auditor refers the
file to one of the Department attorneys who takes up the problem with
counsel for the representative.
When the auditor has completed the audit and is satisfied that the
report reflects the true facts and the computations are correct, which is
generally the case, an approval card is sent to the appraiser who then
files his original Report with the court. If no objections thereto are filed
either by the taxpayers or the Controller, after the expiration of 10 days
the appraiser procures the signature of the judge to an order fixing tax in
accordance with the report and files the order. Should the executor or any
of the beneficiaries, or the Department be not satisfied with the Report, any
of them may file objections to the Report following the filing of the Report
and before the order fixing tax is made. If objections are filed, trial is had
in the Probate Court which enters its order overruling or sustaining the
objections, as the case may be.
Payment of the tax is made to the County Treasurer of the county
of the Superior Court having jurisdiction; if payment is made within 6
months of the date of death a discount of 5 per cent of the amount of tax is
allowed. The tax is due and payable as of the date of death and becomes
delinquent 2 years thereafter. If not paid within 2 years of the date of
death interest is chargeable at the rate of 6 per cent per annum on the
amount of tax commencing 2 years after the date of death and continuing
at simple interest until paid. Any payment made after the tax has become
delinquent is credited first to interest, and the balance to principal.63 Should
an erroneous overpayment of tax be made, refund of the overpayment may
be had by filing an application with the court, within 1 year after the
filing of the order fixing tax or the decree of final distribution, whichever
is the later.
Refund of overpayment of inheritance tax is obtained by preparing a
petition or an application for refund under the appropriate sections of the
Code, and forwarding to the Inheritance Tax Department at Sacramento,
an original and one copy of the petition, and the form of order directing
refund and, as well, a certified copy of the order fixing tax. The petition and
the form of order are checked against the ledger card in the head office
and, if the amount of refund prayed is correct, a Department attorney will
endorse on your original petition and the original form of order a waiver
of notice of time and place of hearing and a consent to refund of the stated
amount, and return both originals to you. The judge will then sign the
order ex parte.
"' CALIF. REV. AND TAX. CODE § 14221.
